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Project Summary

Research Question: How can we use video games to teach social studies, model

potential careers, and develop environmental identities within our classrooms?

Project Description:

The objective of my project was to advocate for the greater use of video games as

instructional tools by educating and inspiring a general audience ranging from

professionals to parents. Through research on using video games as an educational tool

within schools in general, as well as more specific lenses focusing on video games being

used to teach social studies concepts, model careers, and develop environmental

identities, it was found that video games do carry a great amount of potential when used

as an educational tool, although that potential is currently unrealized due to more

experience of actual implementation being needed, as well as academic works not having

cohesion in regards to games being studied, methods of instruction in application of the

games, or common measurables of success. Additionally many of the studies on games

were conducted upwards of twenty years ago. The findings and academic merit of video

game play being used for learning may hold up over time, but the games being studied

might not appeal to students in 2022, and game capabilities could arguably have

improved due to advances in technology in that time

This research based insight led to the creation of the Low Five Education Project. The

Lowfive Education project is housed in its own section within the website Lowfive.com,

a casual video game entertainment podcast that predates the project. The project is a

multimedia offering including a video essay, written articles, and podcasts that take key



academic findings, relate them to a general audience, and pairs them with specific

modern games that exemplify learning principles or lenses covered. The idea was to

familiarize both education professionals as well as parents of school aged children with

the idea that video games are exciting educational tools and not just childish pursuits or

purely for entertainment. Articles include pieces on identity teaching within gaming,

semiotic domain learning, job or career skills within gaming, and a list of helpful tips for

any educator looking to use games within the classroom backed by research. There are

four podcasts falling under two categories. One is a feature podcast highlighting the game

Cities Skylines by explaining the game as well as all the ways it could be used to teach

within schools or even expand your learning at home. The other three are companion

podcasts that pair with articles on semiotic domains, identity, and career focuses

respectively. In the companion podcasts I focus and expand upon ideas from an

educational lens, while my co host relates the learning principles impact in a more

general or at home setting.

All artifacts within the project serve to inform the audience of the validity of video games

being used as an educational tool while also providing advice on different games that

could be used within classrooms. The idea is that a teacher looking into the idea of

teaching through video games could be emboldened by the source and given some of the

foundational resources and reasoning to start developing lesson plans or curriculum to do

so. More experience in teaching through games is needed which means we need more

professionals to take a chance. That being said fellow educators are only part of the

intended audience. Lowfive Gaming has a previously established and growing following.

Video game players are also parents and students themselves. By reaching this audience



we are also equipping more interested individuals with solid information that helps

change the narrative on video game playing being purely casual and could change the

way individuals look at the games they play.

Video games do hold the potential to engage, excite, and inspire our students, but only

when paired with intentional and skillful teaching. Video games are a readily available

resource currently underutilized within American education given all that they offer. The

Lowfive Education Project serves as a foundation for greater implementation moving

forward. Hopefully by taking academic work that highlights the educational merit of

video games and relating that information to a general audience in a more digestible

manner, we can see more progress being made. The idea to pair learning concepts with

specific modern games, as well as providing research backed advice on implementation

was done to hopefully give professionals, parents, or even more causal players ideas and

inspiration moving forward.



Project Website:

Low Five Gaming predates this project and has its own casual games podcast, so all

education materials can be found under the education tab or section of the website seen in

the top right corner. In this early state or website build, articles are linked at the top of the

page. Each of the articles above has a companion podcast embedded within them that was

designed to enrich the conversation from the article with greater detail and application to

both schools and casual gamers. An introductory script is also included on the home page

that introduces the project and motivations for, which will later be recorded and turned

into a video essay.

Links to Article PDF and Website :

Video Essay Script: Video essay script is a written introduction that serves as the

emotional home to the project. The who, what, when, where, and why of the project are

given. It can be seen as a public facing version of chapter one of my capstone paper.

As currently published on the Website

https://www.lowfivegaming.com/education


PDF Format

Semiotic domains article and companion podcast: Semiotic domains are an academic

learning concept from academic author James Paul Gee. This article and companion

podcast explain the concept for a general audience and then relate how video games can

be used for learning for both school and general settings.

As currently published on the site

PDF format

Identity learning articles and companion podcast: In two articles and one companion

podcast, identity learning with video games is explored in great detail. Topics include

learner identity, exploring outside of one’s identity, and both environmental and civic

identity.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LicPzy3wqKp9s_fZhQWQ-f_Q06r07bp_/view?usp=sharing
https://www.lowfivegaming.com/semiotic-domains
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12WGayMlNeLPFMhj3nrOnAn5uwHB1Cbg3/view?usp=sharing


As currently published on the site

PDF format (Part One / Part Two)

Epistemic gaming article and companion podcast: Epistemic games are defined and

discussed alongside conversations on using video games to inspire and teach career

related skills. Within the companion podcast the conversation is given greater detail

alongside reflections on our own academic and professional careers.

https://www.lowfivegaming.com/identity-in-gaming
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tTP4fNYYErWmTyCHBo64d3gK-YUPCLo_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ckRK8YynZhww36zt4DYyJBjtdF2wCWDe/view?usp=sharing


As currently published on the site

PDF format

6 Things to keep in mind when gaming for class article: In this article advice is given

on the best ways to implement using video games as a tool within a classroom. Advice is

based on both research and personal teaching experience. The article is scheduled for a

later publishing date and is not yet on the website.

As currently published on the site

PDF format

Cities Skylines feature podcast: This full length podcast was created and published for

the preexisting section of the casual games website Low Five Gaming. The podcast

associated with the site has an established and growing fan base that we wanted to pull

into the project in order to widen the audience. In this podcast the project is introduced

https://www.lowfivegaming.com/epistemic-gaming
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bjDmQIw3wfgztJfBvGtK8gt7M8sCE701/view?usp=sharing
https://www.lowfivegaming.com/teaching-video-games
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qM8cOcCBrCIpmGWOaIGQ5LnbHC5lr0xW/view?usp=sharing


and explained before going into great detail on the video game Cities Skylines both in

general, and its potential for learning in and out of the classroom.

As currently published on the site

https://www.lowfivegaming.com/blog/ep-013-cities-skylines
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